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Chapter 16
Missing Data Solutions for Robust Speech
Recognition
Yujun Wang, Jort F. Gemmeke, Kris Demuynck, and Hugo Van hamme
16.1 Introduction
One of the major concerns when deploying speech recognition applications is the
lack of robustness of the technology. Humans are robust to noise, different acous-
tic environments, pronunciation variation, ungrammatical sentences, incomplete
utterances, filled pauses, stutters, etc. and this engenders the same expectation for
automatic systems. In this contribution we discuss an approach called missing data
techniques (MDT) [3, 27] to deal with one of these problems: noise robustness.
Unlike many previously proposed solutions, MDT can deal with noise exhibiting
rapidly changing characteristics, which is often the case in practical deployments.
For example, a mobile device used in a city will pick up the noise of cars passing
by, of construction sites, from car horns, of people talking or shouting, etc.
In a nutshell, MDT is based on the idea that even in noisy speech, some of the
features describing the speech signal remain uncorrupted. The goal is to identify
the corrupted (missing) features and to then replace them (impute) with clean
speech estimates. In this contribution we describe the research carried out in the
MIDAS project, which focussed on two aspects of MDT. First, we discuss an
novel imputation method to derive clean speech estimates of the corrupted noise
speech features, a method dubbed Sparse Imputation. This method models speech
as a linear combination of exemplars, segments of speech, rather than modelling
speech using a statistical model. Second, we describe how a state-of-the-art large
vocabulary automatic speech recognition (ASR) system based on the prevailing
hidden Markov model (HMM) can be made noise robust using conventional MDT.
Unlike many publications on noise robust ASR, which only report results on
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artificially corrupted noisy speech, this chapter also describes results on noisy
speech recorded in realistic environments.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. In Sect. 16.2 we briefly introduce
MDT. In Sect. 16.3 we describe the sparse imputation method and the AURORA-2
and Finnish SPEECON [21] databases used for evaluations, and in Sect. 16.4 we
describe and discuss the recognition accuracies that were obtained. In Sect. 16.5
we describe the large-vocabulary ASR system, the MDT method employed, and
the material from the Flemish SPEECON [21] and SpeechDat-Car [30] databases
that were used. In Sect. 16.6 we investigate the performance of the resulting system,
both in terms of speech recognition accuracy as well as in terms of speed of program
execution. We conclude with a discussion and present our plans for future work in
Sect. 16.7.
16.2 Missing Data Techniques
In ASR, the basic representation of speech is a spectro-temporal distribution of
acoustic power, a spectrogram. The spectrogram typically consist of 20–25 band-
pass filters equally spaced on a Mel-frequency scale, and is typically sampled at
8 or 10 ms intervals (a frame). In noise-free conditions, the value of each time-
frequency cell in this two-dimensional matrix is determined only by the speech
signal. In noisy conditions, the value in each cell represents a combination of speech
and background noise power. To mimic human hearing, a logarithmic compression
of the power scale is employed.
In the spectrogram of noisy speech, MDT distinguishes time-frequency cells that
predominantly contain speech or noise energy by introducing a missing data mask.
The elements of that mask are either 1, meaning that the corresponding element of
the noisy speech spectrogram is dominated by speech (‘reliable’) or 0, meaning that
it is dominated by noise (‘unreliable’ c.q. ‘missing’). Assuming that only additive
noise corrupted the clean speech, the power spectrogram of noisy speech can be
approximately described as the sum of the individual power spectrograms of clean
speech and noise. As a consequence, in the logarithmic domain, the reliable noisy
speech features remain approximately uncorrupted [27] and can be used directly as
estimates of the clean speech features. It is the goal of the imputation method to
replace (‘impute’) the unreliable features by clean speech estimates.
After imputation in the Mel-spectral domain, the imputed spectra can be
converted to features such as Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC). Then,
delta and delta-delta derivative features (used in all experiments described in this
chapter) can be derived from these. If the clean speech and noise signals or their
spectral representations are available so that we know the speech and noise power
in each time-frequency cell, a so-called oracle mask may be constructed. In realistic
situations, however, the location of reliable and unreliable components needs to be
estimated. This results in an estimated mask. For an overview of mask estimation
methods we refer the reader to [2].
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16.3 Material and Methods: Sparse Imputation
16.3.1 Sparse Imputation
In this section we give a brief and informal account of the sparse imputation method.
For a more formal and in-depth explanation we refer to [12, 15].
In the sparse imputation approach, speech signals are represented as a linear com-
bination of example (clean) speech signals. This linear combination of exemplars is
sparse, meaning that only a few exemplars should suffice to model the speech signal
with sufficient accuracy. The collection of clean speech exemplars used to represent
speech signals is called the exemplar dictionary, and is randomly extracted from a
training database.
The observed noisy speech signals are processed using overlapping windows,
each consisting of a spectrogram spanning 5–30 frames. For this research neigh-
bouring windows were shifted by a single frame. Sparse imputation works in two
steps. First, for each observed noisy speech window, a maximally sparse linear
combination of exemplars from the dictionary is sought using only the reliable
features of the noisy speech and the corresponding features of the exemplars.
Then, given this sparse representation of the speech, a clean speech estimate of the
unreliable features is made by reconstruction using only those features in the clean
speech dictionary that correspond to the locations of the unreliable features of the
noisy speech. Applying this procedure for every window position, the clean speech
estimates for overlapping windows are combined through averaging.
16.3.2 Databases
The main experiments with sparse imputation have been carried out using the
AURORA-2 connected digit database [18] and the Finnish SPEECON large vocabu-
lary database [21]. The use of these databases in [15] and [12] are briefly introduced
below. For evaluations of sparse imputation on other tasks and databases, we refer
the reader to [9, 10, 23].
In [15], a digit classification task was evaluated using material from the
AURORA-2 corpus. The AURORA-2 corpus contains utterances with the digits
‘zero’ through ‘nine’ and ‘oh’, and one to seven digits per utterance. The isolated-
digit speech data was created by extracting individual digits using segmentations
obtained by a forced alignment of the clean speech utterances with the reference
transcription. The clean speech training set of AURORA-2 consists of 27; 748 digits.
The test digits were extracted from test set A, which comprises 4 clean and 24 noisy
subsets. The noisy subsets are composed of four noise types (subway, car, babble,
exhibition hall) artificially mixed at six SNR values, SNRD 20; 15; 10; 5; 0; 5dB.
Every SNR subset consisted of 3,257, 3,308, 3,353 and 3,241 digits per noise type,
respectively.
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In [12], material from the Finnish SPEECON large vocabulary database
was used. The artificially corrupted read speech was constructed by mixing
headset-recorded clean speech utterances with a randomly selected sample of
the babble noise from the NOISEX-92 database [37] at four SNR values,
SNRD 15; 10; 5; 0 dB. The training data consists of 30 h of clean speech recorded
with a headset in quiet conditions, spoken by 293 speakers. The test set contains
115 min of speech in 1,093 utterances, spoken by 40 speakers.
16.4 Experiments: Sparse Imputation
In this section we give an overview of the most important results obtained with
sparse imputation as reported in [12, 15]. In Sect. 16.4.1 we give a summary of the
experimental setup and in Sect. 16.4.2 we discuss the obtained results.
16.4.1 Experimental Setup
16.4.1.1 Digit Classification
For the digit classification task described above, only a single sparse representation
was used to represent the entire digit. In other words, only a single window was
used, and each digit was time-normalised using linear interpolation to have a fixed
length of 35 (8 ms) frames. With each spectrogram consisting of 23 Mel-frequency
bands, each digit was thus described by 23  35 D 805 features. The exemplar
dictionary consisted of 4; 000 exemplars randomly extracted from the digits in the
training database.
Recognition was done using a MATLAB-based ASR engine that can option-
ally perform missing data imputation using Gaussian-dependent imputation (cf.
Sect. 16.5.1) [32]. After applying sparse imputation in the mel-spectral domain,
recognition was carried out using PROSPECT features [32]. This technique is
described in more detail in Sect. 16.5.1. For further comparison, the cluster-based
imputation technique proposed in [26] was used. Two missing data mask methods
were used, the oracle mask described in Sect. 16.2 and an estimated mask. In brief,
the estimated mask combines a harmonic decomposition and an SNR estimate to
label features mostly dominated by harmonic energy and/or with a high SNR as
reliable [33].
16.4.1.2 Large Vocabulary Task
For the large vocabulary recognition task using SPEECON, we focus on the results
obtained using sparse imputation with spectrograms spanning 20 (8 ms) frames.
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With each spectrogram consisting of 21 Mel-frequency bands, each window was
thus described by 2120 D 420 features. The exemplar dictionary consisted of 8; 000
spectrograms randomly extracted from the clean speech in the training database and
thus contains anything from whole words, parts of words, word-word transitions to
silence and silence-word transitions.
Recognition was done using the large vocabulary continuous speech recognition
system developed at the Aalto University School of Science [19]. After imputation
in the mel-spectral domain, recognition was carried out using MFCC features. For
comparison, the cluster-based imputation technique proposed in [26] was used.
The Gaussian-dependent imputation technique used in the other experiments in this
chapter was not used, since that method requires recogniser modifications that have
not been applied to the Finnish ASR engine used in this experiment. Two missing
data mask methods were used, the oracle mask described above and an estimated
mask. Unlike the mask estimation method described above, the estimated mask does
not employ harmonicty and is constructed using only local SNR estimates obtained
from comparing the noisy speech to a static noise estimate calculated during speech
pauses [28]. All parameters were optimised using the development data. The speech
recognition performance is measured in letter error rates (LER) because the words
in Finnish are often very long and consist of several morphemes.
16.4.2 Results
In the experiments described here, the aim is to evaluate the effectiveness of
sparse imputation compared to other imputation methods. To that end we compare
classification accuracy or recognition accuracy as a function of SNR as obtained
with various methods.
In Fig. 16.1 we compare the performance obtained with sparse imputation,
cluster-based and Gaussian-dependent imputation on the digit classification task.
For estimated masks, we can observe that sparse imputation performed comparably
or somewhat worse than Gaussian-dependent imputation but better than cluster-
based imputation. For oracle masks, sparse imputation outperforms both Gaussian-
dependent and cluster-based imputation by a large margin at SNRs <15 dB.
In Fig. 16.2 we compare the performance obtained with sparse imputation,
cluster-based and the baseline recogniser on the SPEECON large vocabulary
recognition task. We can observe that sparse imputation performs much better than
cluster-based imputation if an oracle mask was used. When using an estimated
mask, sparse imputation performed better than cluster-based imputation at lower
SNRs, and comparably at higher SNRs. These findings were confirmed in experi-
ments on noisy speech recorded in real-world car and public environments [12].
From these results it is already apparent that advances in mask estimation
quality are necessary for further advances in noise robustness, especially for sparse
imputation. We will revisit this issue in Sect. 16.7.





























Fig. 16.1 Word error rates (WER) obtained on AURORA-2 isolated digits database with cluster-
based, Gaussian-dependent, and sparse imputation. The left panel shows the results obtained using
oracle masks and the right panel shows the results obtained using estimated masks. The horizontal
axis describes the SNR at which the clean speech is mixed with the background noise and the
vertical axis describes the WER averaged over the four noise types: subway, car, babble, and
exhibition hall noise. The vertical bars around data points indicate the 95 % confidence intervals,



























Fig. 16.2 Letter error rates (LER) obtained on the Finnish SPEECON database with cluster-based
imputation and sparse imputation. The left panel shows the results obtained using oracle masks and
the right panel shows the results obtained using estimated masks. The horizontal axis describes the
SNR at which the clean speech is artificially mixed with babble noise. The vertical bars around
data points indicate the 95 % confidence intervals, assuming a binomial distribution
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16.5 Material and Methods: Gaussian-Dependent
Imputation
16.5.1 Gaussian-Dependent Imputation
Originally, MDT was formulated in the log spectral domain [3]. Here, speech is
represented by the log-energy outputs of a filter bank and modelled by a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) with diagonal covariance. In the imputation approach to
MDT, the GMM is then used to reconstruct clean speech estimates for the unreliable
features. When doing bounded imputation, the unreliable features are not discarded
but used as an upper bound on the log-power of the clean speech estimate [4].
Later, it was found the method could be improved by using state-dependent
[22] or even Gaussian-dependent [31] clean speech estimates. In these approaches,
the unreliable features are imputed during decoding and effectively depend on the
hypothesised state identity. However, filter bank outputs are highly correlated and
poorly modelled with a GMM with a diagonal covariance. This is the reason why
conventional (non-MDT) speech recognisers employ cepstral features, obtained by
applying a de-correlating Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) on the spectral
features.
In [31] it was proposed to do cepstral-domain Gaussian-dependent (bounded)
imputation by solving a non-negative least squares (NNLSQ) problem. The method
proposed in [32] refines that approach by replacing the DCT used in the gener-
ation of cepstra by another data-independent linear transformation that results in
computational gains while solving the NNLSQ problem. The resulting PROSPECT
features are, just like cepstral coefficients, largely uncorrelated and therefore allow
to retain the high accuracy at high SNRs as well as the good performance at lower
SNRs obtained with Gaussian-dependent imputation.
16.5.1.1 Multi-candidate MDT
In this chapter we use a faster approach that does not solve the imputation problem
for every backend Gaussian (BG), the Gaussians of the HMM acoustic model, but
only for a small set of Gaussians using a technique called Multi-Candidate(MC)
MDT [38]. In MC MDT, a reduced set of Cluster Gaussians (CG) are established
on top of the BGs, with the number of CGs one to two orders of magnitude
smaller than the number of BGs. Instead of solving the imputation problem for each
BG, candidate solutions are selected from the CGs through MDT imputation. The
candidate that maximises the likelihood of the BG is retained as the BG-dependent
prediction of the clean speech. In other words, the MDT imputation problem
is solved approximately for the BG by constraining possible solutions to a set
proposed by the CGs. Computational gains in CG imputation are again obtained
by a PROSPECT formulation. The imputed clean filter-bank energies are then
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transformed to the preferred feature representation of the BGs. This means that the
backend acoustic model of a non-MDT system can be used, which constitutes a
great advantage when building MDT systems.
However, since there may be hundreds of CGs, it is not feasible to evaluate each
BG on each candidate solutions. Therefore, for every BG, we construct a short-list
of CGs that were most successful in producing a winning candidate on a forced
alignment of clean training data. The length of this short-list controls the trade-
off between computational effort and obtained robustness. Experiments have shown
that retaining only a handful of CGs does not lead to loss of accuracy.
During recognition, Gaussian selection is combined with MC MDT. Gaussian
selection is motivated by the observation that only a small (frame dependent) portion
of Gaussians dominate the likelihoods of the HMM states, and are therefore worth
evaluating. The likelihood of a CG evaluated at its imputed value is used to select
only the CGs that describe the frame of data sufficiently well. The unlikely CGs
are not allowed to propose candidates for evaluation by the BG, which leads to the
desired result that unlikely BGs are not evaluated. The proposed Gaussian selection
method differs from traditional Gaussian selection methods [1, 6] in that it uses
MDT to select relevant clusters. This is advantageous since data that is not close to
the Gaussian means because it is severely corrupted by noise can still activate the
appropriate Gaussian that models the underlying clean speech.
16.5.1.2 Mask Estimation
To estimate the missing data mask, we use a Vector Quantisation (VQ) strategy
that is closely related the method employed in [36]. The key idea is to estimate
masks by making only weak assumptions about the noise, while relying on a
strong model for the speech, captured in a codebook. The harmonicity found in
voiced speech is exploited through a harmonic decomposition as proposed in [33],
which decomposes the signal in two parts: the periodic signal part consists of the
harmonics at pitch multiples and the remaining spectral energy is considered the
aperiodic part.
We first construct a codebook of clean speech by clustering stacked features
containing framed spectral representations of the periodic and aperiodic decom-
position of the clean speech. Since the codebook only represents a model for
the human voice, decoding of non-speech (or noise) frames will lead to incorrect
codebook matching and misclassification of mask elements. Therefore, a second,
much smaller codebook, is used for non-speech frames. A Voice Activity Detector
(VAD), segments speech from non-speech frames in order to select the appropriate
VQ codebook. To compensate for linear channel distortions, the VQ-system self-
adjusts the codebook to the channel during recognition.
The input for the VQ-system consists of three components. The first two
components, the spectral representation of the periodic and aperiodic decomposition
of the noisy speech, match the content of the codebook entries. The third input
component is an estimate of the mean of the noise spectrum. The VQ-system
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compares the first two components with the content of each codebook entry, given
that noise must be added to the noise-free codebook entries. The instantaneous noise
is assumed to be drawn from a distribution with the given noise mean (the third
input) and is assumed to be smooth, meaning that it has no periodic structure so
that the instantaneous noise periodic and aperiodic parts are close to identical. The
smoothness assumption is reasonable for many noise types including speech babble,
but it may be violated for a single interfering speaker or for some types of music.
The two noise assumptions allow a closed form distance metric for comparing
the noise free VQ-entries with the noisy input and, as a side effect, also returns the
estimated instantaneous noise [36]. A speech estimate is obtained by summing the
periodic and aperiodic both parts of the codebook entry. Once the best matching
codebook entry is found, the spectrographic VQ-based mask is estimated by
thresholding the ratio of speech and noise estimates.
The noise tracker (third input to the VQ-system) combines two techniques. First,
a short-term spectral estimate of the aperiodic noise is obtained from minimum
statistics [24] on the aperiodic component of the noisy signal over a sub-second
window. This system is well suited for rapid changing noise types with no periodic
structure. A disadvantage of this approach is that the tracker also triggers on
long fricatives and fails on periodic noise types. Whereas the experiments in
previous publications used only this method, in this work we added a noise tracker
developed for another noise robust technique present in SPRAAK called noise
normalisation [7]. This second noise tracker looks over a longer 1.5 s window
and uses ordered statistics instead of minimum statistics to obtain more robust and
accurate noise estimates. By combining the two noise trackers, good behaviour on
both stationary, non-stationary and periodic noise types is obtained.
16.5.2 Real-World Data: The SPEECON and SpeechDat-Car
Databases
In the research reported in this part of the chapter we use material from the Flemish
SPEECON [21] and the SpeechDat-Car [30] databases. These databases contain
speech recorded in realistic environments with multiple microphones. In total, there
are four recording environments: office, public hall, entertainment room and car.
All speech material was simultaneously recorded with four different microphones
(channels) at increasing distances, resulting in utterances corrupted by varying
levels of noise. We used the method described in [16] to obtain SNR estimates of all
utterances.
The multi-condition training data consists of 231; 849 utterances spoken in
205 h of speech. The speech is taken from the office, public hall and car noise
environments, with most of the data (168 h) coming from the office environment.
It contains a clean data portion of 61; 940 utterances from channel #1 (closetalk
microphone) data with an estimated SNR range of 15–50 dB. Additionally, the
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multi-condition set contains all utterances from channels #2, #3 and #4 which
have an estimated SNR of 10 dB and higher, containing 54,381, 53,248 and 31,975
utterances, respectively.
For the test set, we use material pertaining to a connected digit recognition task.
The utterances contain the ten digits ‘zero’ through ‘nine’, with between one and ten
digits per utterance. The 6,218 utterances (containing 25,737 digits) of the test set
are divided in 6 SNR subsets in the 0–30 dB range with a 5 dB bin width. The SNR
bins do not contain equal numbers of utterances from the four channels: Generally
speaking, the highest SNR bins mostly contain utterances from channel #1, while
the lowest SNR bins mostly contains channel #4 speech.
16.6 Experiments: Gaussian-Dependent Imputation
16.6.1 Experimental setup
16.6.1.1 Speech Recogniser and Acoustic Models
The implementation of MDT does not require a complete overhaul of the software
architecture of a speech recogniser. We extended the code of the SPRAAK-
recogniser (described in Chap. 6, p. 95) to include a missing data mask estimator
(cf. Sect. 16.5.1.2) and to evaluate the acoustic model according to the principles
described in Sect. 16.5.1. Below, we will successively describe the configuration in
which SPRAAK was used, how its acoustic models were created, how the baseline
so-called PROSPECT models were created to benchmark the proposed speed-ups
and how the data structures for the multi-candidate MDT were obtained.
The acoustic feature vectors consisted of MEL-frequency log power spectra:
22 frequency bands with centre frequencies starting at 200 Hz. The spectra were
created by framing the 16 kHz signal with a Hamming window with a window
size 25 ms and a frame shift of 10 ms. The decoder also uses the first and second
time derivative of these features, resulting in a 66-dimensional feature vector. This
vector is transformed linearly by using Mutual Information Discriminant Analysis
(MIDA) linear transformation [5]. During training, mean normalisation is applied to
the features. During decoding, the features are normalised by a more sophisticated
technique which is compatible with MDT and which works by updating an initial
channel estimate through maximisation of the log-likelihood of the best-scoring
state sequence of a recognised utterance [35].
The training of the multi-condition context-dependent acoustic models on a set of
46 phones plus four filler models and a silence model follows the standard training
scripts of SPRAAK and leads to 4,476 states tied through a phonetic decision tree
and uses a pool of 32,747 Gaussians.
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16.6.1.2 Imputation
A set of 700 cluster Gaussians required for the MC-MDT acoustic model was
obtained by pruning back the phonetic tree to 700 leaves, each modelled with a
single PROSPECT Gaussian trained on the respective training sets. The cluster
Gaussians and backend Gaussians are associated in a table which retains only the
most frequent co-occurrence of the most likely cluster Gaussian and the most likely
backend Gaussian in Viterbi alignment of the training data. The SPRAAK toolkit
was extended with adequate tools to perform these operations. The association table
was then pruned to allow maximally five cluster Gaussians per back-end Gaussian.
The average number of cluster Gaussians per back-end Gaussian is 3:6.
The VQ-codebook used in mask estimation was trained on features extracted
from the close-talk channel SPEECON training database. The number of codebook
entries was 500 for speech and 20 for silence. Recognition tests on the complete test
set using a large interval of threshold values revealed that the threshold setting was
not very sensitive. The (optimal) results presented in this work were obtained with
8 dB. Missing data masks for the derivative features were created by taking the first
and second derivative of the missing data mask [34].
16.6.1.3 VOCON
The VOCON 3200 ASR engine is a small-footprint engine, using MFCC based
features and HMM models. It contains techniques to cope with stationary or
slowly varying background noise. Its training data includes in-car recorded samples,
i.e., it uses the multi-condition training approach in tandem with noise reduction
techniques. The VOCON recogniser uses whole-word models to model digits,
whereas the MDT system uses triphones.
16.6.2 Results
In Fig. 16.3 we compare the performance obtained with the SPRAAK baseline
system (the SPRAAK system described in Sect. 16.6.1.1, without employing MDT),
the SPRAAK MDT system and the VOCON recogniser. We can observe that the
use of MDT in the SPRAAK recogniser reduces the WER substantially in all
noise environments and at all SNRs. The only exception is the 0–5 dB SNR bin in
the office noise environment, but here the difference with the SPRAAK baseline
is not significant. When comparing the SPRAAK recognisers with the VOCON
recogniser, we observe that the VOCON recogniser typically performs better at the
lowest SNRs, but at the cost of a higher WER at higher SNRs.






































Fig. 16.3 Word error rates (WER) obtained on the Flemish SPEECON database on a connected
digit recognition task, comparing the SPRAAK recogniser using imputation (MDT), the SPRAAK
baseline and the VOCON recogniser. Four noise environments are shown, viz. car, entertainment
room, office, and public hall. The horizontal axis describes the estimated SNR of the noisy speech.
The vertical bars around data points indicate the 95 % confidence intervals, assuming a binomial
distribution
Table 16.1 Timing experiments using speech from the 25–30 dB SNR bin
CPU time (ms/frame)
Mask BG CG Beam search Total BGs calculated (%) WER (%)
SPRAAK baseline 0.0 0.9 0.2 1.8 2.9 5 1.47
SPRAAK MDT 1.1 4.1 4.2 1.8 11.2 14 0.88
In Tables 16.1 and 16.2 we show the results of a timing experiment on ‘clean’
speech (25–30 dB SNR) and noisy speech (10–15 dB SNR), respectively. The
timings are obtained by recognition of 10 randomly selected sentences per noise
environment (40 in total), which together contain 22,761 frames for the clean speech
and 16,147 frames for the noisy speech. We can observe that the use of MDT in
SPRAAK is approximately four times slower than the SPRAAK baseline in clean
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Table 16.2 Timing experiments using speech from the 10–15 dB SNR bin
CPU time (ms/frame)
Mask BG CG Beam search Total BGs calculated (%) WER (%)
SPRAAK baseline 0.0 2.7 0.2 1.9 4.8 13 10.0
SPRAAK MDT 1.1 7.2 4.7 1.8 21.1 27 5.85
conditions, but only two times slower in noisy conditions. As can be seen from the
average WERs in the two tables, the use of MDT approximately halves the WER,
even in the cleaner conditions.
16.7 Discussion and Conclusions
From the results obtained with sparse imputation, one can draw two conclusions.
On the one hand, the sparse imputation method achieved impressive reductions
in WER and LER when used in combination with an oracle mask. On the other
hand, although sparse imputation performs better than cluster-based imputation
when using estimated masks, it does not perform better than Gaussian-dependent
imputation. This means that for sparse imputation to reach its full potential,
advances in mask estimation techniques are necessary. Unfortunately, despite a
decade of research on missing data techniques the gap between estimated masks
and oracle masks remains [8].
From the results obtained with the SPRAAK recogniser employing MDT, we
observed a substantial improvement in noise robustness. Although at the cost of two
to four times lower execution speed, the WER halved even in the cleaner conditions.
Moreover, it was reported in [38] that the proposed MDT technique is not
significantly slower than the baseline SPRAAK recogniser when applied on a large
vocabulary task. In comparison to the VOCON recogniser, the SPRAAK recogniser
typically performs better at moderate-to-high SNRs. The noise robustness of the
VOCON recogniser at low SNRs can probably be attributed to its use of whole-
word models.
With respect to sparse imputation, various improvements have been proposed
recently, such as the use of probabilistic masks [11], the use of observation uncer-
tainties to make the recogniser aware of errors in estimating clean speech features
[14], and the use of additional constraints when finding a sparse representation [29].
Finally, in the course of the MIDAS project a novel speech recognition method
was proposed which explicitly models noisy speech as a sparse linear combination
of speech and noise exemplars, thus bypassing the need for a missing data mask.
Although only evaluated on small vocabulary tasks, the results are promising
[13, 17, 20], e.g., achieving a 37.6 % WER at SNR D 5 dB on AURORA-2.
Future work concerning the noise robust SPRAAK recogniser will focus on
improving mask estimation quality in two ways. First, while it has been shown
MDT can be used to combat reverberation [16, 25], to date no method has been
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presented that enables the estimation of reverberation-dominated features in noisy
environments. Second, future work will address the poor performance of current
mask estimation methods on speech corrupted by background music, a prevailing
problem in searching audion archives.
Open Access. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
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